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CHAPTER I
IMRODUGTION
Statement of the.Problem*-- The problem involved in this study is to de
termine the types, the extent of use, and the uses mad© of audio-visual ma
terials by Negro homemaking teachers of accredited high schools of Georgia.
Purposes of the Sfeudy.—» Th© purposes of the study are to answer th©
following questions?
1. lhat are the types of audio-visual materials used by the homemaking
teaehers of the accredited high schools of the State of Georgia?
2. lhat are the areas in which audio-visual materials are used, the
extent of use, and the length of time they have been used!
3. Haw are these films used?
4. What are the purposes for showing the films?
§» What audio-visual apparatus are owned by the schools?
6. By whom is the projector operated!
7. Ihere is th© projector set up for operation?
8. lhat are the sources of audio-visual materials used?
9. lhat motion pictures, movie strips, and slides were used by these
teachers during the period of 1945-50?
10. What are the trends in the use of audio-visual material by the
homemaking teachers?
Definition of Terms.— For the purpose of clarification, certain terms
have been defined in the light of the way they have been used in this study.
Auditory aids refers to those tilings which provide concrete presenta
tion of knowledge through hearing experiences,
1
Visual aids refers to any picture, model, object, or device which pro-
Tides concrete seeing experiences to the learner for the purpose of introduc
ing, developing and stimulating further activities on the part of the learner.
Audiovisual aids refers to those things one can see, hear, and use for
instructional, experimental, and guidance purposes as dramatics, that includes
shows, pantomimes, playlets and pageantej graphic materials, the motion pic
ture, objects, models, specimen, the radio, the school museum, still pictures,
the phonograph, the school journey or field trip, "Hti® to^r and the visit.
Audio-Visual instruction refers to the use of audio-visual aids in in
struction.
Methods of Procedures.-- The writer secured from the State Department ©f
Education of Georgia the educational directory for 1950 which lists the ac
credited high schools. Eighty-four schools were listed in th© 1950 directory
as being accredited by the State Commission. The writer sent a questionnaire
check list form to the teachers of homemaking at each of these schools. Fif
ty forms were returned. These data were then tabulated, analyzed and inter
preted.
°£i.ffi.?.nffi.'yte*"** ^* *s ^oped that the study will prove valuable in
that it mayt
1. Be of value to the homemaking teachers who have or have not made use
of the various types of audio-visual aids
2. Point out sources of information concerning these aids
3* Point out the weaknesses and strengths in the present system of
teaching as compared with modern trends of teaching
Related Literature.— In searching the field ©f related literature, sev
eral studies were located which dealt with problems of the same or similar
nature. Inasmuch as they were closely related to this problem and should
throw light upon the factors involved in this study, these studies have been
reviewed and reported in this study.
David Sterling of lorth Carolina made a study to analyze the use of edu-
oational motion pictures by teachers of Tooational agriculture. The purposes
of this study were to find out what uses teachers of vocational agriculture
were making of motion pictures, and those who were not, what objections they
had to using motion pictures as teaching aids.
This study showed that the motion picture was used to motivate students
when presenting a new subject, to follow up field trips, activities in the
classroom, to entertain students because the film was available, to change
unfavorable attitudes, to cr©at© emotional reactions and to inspire students
to aspire for higher goals.
The objections to using films as teaching aids were found to be the sub
ject matter too technical, improper subject matter, film not available when
desired and limited time to use the film before returning them.
All teachers,who used motion pictures, agreed that they, when properly
used, tend to increase the thoroughness and effectiveness of learning in v©»
eational agriculture? that the correct films are a necessity if the full
educational values are to be realized.
Melvin E. Kazeek of the University of Dakota, in his study, set out to
organise a plan for audio-visual aids that could become a foundation for the
program in an average small school. His first step was to determine whether
such a program could be of value; then to select the usual high school sub
jects | to organize them into categories! to select educational films that
form these catagories; to supply data on important film librariesj to sug»
David Sterling, MUse ©f Motion Pictures by Vocational Agriculture Teach-
©rs in North Carolina/ The Agricultural Education Magazine (January, 1951),
gest a simplified program that would require a minimum of time and effort on
the part of both the teacher and the visual aid directors to suggest a few
helpful hints in connection with teaching by the use of audio-visual aids.
One study reviewed to help solve the problem as to why the use of audio
visual aids are necessary and valuable was the Middlesex experiment. This
experiment was conducted in Middlesex County, England, by a committee whish
included representatives from the National Union of Teachers and the local
educational committees. Sixteen films that pertained to the curriculum were
used. The class was divided into two groups, one seeing th@ film and the
other being taught by -fee essay tests. The committee concluded that the
2
sound film is a more potent instrument educationally,
G. C. Clarke of Hew York University experimented with sound and silent
motion pictures and classroom lecture-demonstrations to determine their ef
fectiveness for (1) presenting concrete knowledge and information, and (2)
stimulating and maintaining interest. He used seven films in teaching.
Lecture, demonstrations and film content were as nearly identical as possi
ble. Classes were divided into two equal groups and thirteen film subjects
were presented in two of the three ways under consideration. Initial and
final tests were given as a measure of interest. The evidence from the study
indicated some differences among the three methods. Conclusions of interest
wares
1. The sound films and silent films were deemed to be equally ef
fective in maintaining interest and slightly better than lec
ture-demons trations«
Z, In stimulating new interest, sound films, silent films and lec
tures were very nearly the same with a slight advantage given
the sound films.
iTi? E;uKa?eOk/, '>udi°-v"«*3L Aids for the Modern High School," Unpub
M. A. thesis. University of North Dakota, 1947, p. it. P
i
e
Ib d., p. 72
3. In stimulating a present interest, the sound film was more effec
tive than the silent film or lecture method.
4. Silent films with printed captions of explanations were superior
to sound films covering the same material in conveying specific
information.■*
L. H. Westfield of Hew York Teachers College conducted a study in the
lew York area and included twenty-five classes from various communities. An
average range of pupils1 ability and a varie%- of teaching methods were se
lected with pupils ranging from low to high I. Q. and from poor to rich so
cial background. Films were presented under the following conditionss
1. Silent pictures with no captions
2. Silent films with captions
3. Silent pictures with long captions
4. Silent pictures with long captions
5. Sound films with lecture on film
6. Slight variations of the above methods
The study revealeds
1. The average length of caption and teacher lecture with the film
were of equal aid in teaching.
2. Long captions were inferior to teacher lecture or regular length-
captions.
3. Sound films were significantly superior to all forms of captions.
4. Teacher lectures given with film were superior to silent long
captions.
5. Oral forms of verbal accompaniments were especially helpful to
slow ability pupils.
6. Pupils expressed a five-to-one preference for talking pictures
over any form of verbal accompaniment.
1 ' — _____ ,
Ifelvin E. EeEeck, wAudie-Visual Aids for the Modern High School,*1 Unpub
lished M. A. thesis, University of North Dakota, 1947, p. 16.
Ibid., p. 19.
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Mary Jean Barrick of Iowa State College made an Investigation to compare
and evaluate the effectiveness of three aid materials in teaching of college
freshman women. She used the motion picture, the slide, and experimental
animals. She reached the following conclusionss
1* The motion picture was more effective in large classes than
th@ other materials for developing ability to solve nutrition
problems. She also cited that good nutritional films, illus
trating all the important objects of nutrition and suitable
for teaching college women, were not available.
2. The slide was more effective than, the motion picture or the non-
Illustrated lecture for teaching in a small class.
3. The group with whieh experimental animals were used showed great
er improvement in ability to solve nutrition problems. It was
pointed out that the experimental animal was used only with the
large groups,
4. When the motion picture, slides, and experimental animals were
used with the lecture method, no one of the materials wag more
effective than others for achievement of students in all three
of the objectives measured*^
The Research Division of the National Education Association of the Uni
ted States, Washington, D. C., felt the need to determine the proper role
of audio-visual instruction, based not on the unsupported claims ©f enthus
iasts, but on facts and to find out whether or not schools are taking full
advantages of the audio-visual materials that are available.
The purpose of this study was to give an overview of the extent to which
audio-visual education was being used in city school systems. It was con
cerned with such questions ass
1. How many school systems have made use of special provisions for
audio-visual education!
—T— ——— —~m.. _
Mary Jean Barrick, "Evaluation of Three Types ©f Audiovisual Materials
for Teaching Nutrition to Freshmen Women," Unpublished M. A. thesis, Iowa
State College, 1947, p. 71.
2. What special equipment and material are provided and in what amounts!
3. What technical and professional leadership is provided?
4. What service is available with respect to the selection, distribu
tion, maintenance, and use of audio-visual materials?
5. How much is spent ©n audio-visual education?
6. To what ©xtent has audio-visual educational instruction permeated
the entire school system?'
7. How satisfactory is the audio-visual program in operation?
A twenty-nine item questionnaire was distributed to superintendents of
schools in all cities above 2,§Q0 in population. It was fouad that:
1. More than three-fourths ©f the cities over 100,000 in population
have created special agencies of som© type to take general over
sight of audio-visual instruction. More than a third of the cities
30,000-100,000 hav® special audio-visual centers* For smaller cities
below 2,500* the per cent dropped rapidly, as low as 5 per cent. In
the entir® group, 16 p©r cent have special audio-visual departments,
2. Failure to establish a separate audio-visual department in a eily
school system usually can be attributed to one of four reasonss
a. Belief that audio-visual instruction should be decentralized—
that the principal and teacher staff of each school can, and
should, manage the entire program for that school
b. Belief that the school system is too small to warrant a special
audio-visual center
o* Limited financial resources
d. The fact that very little use is mad© of audio-visual aids in
the educational program.
3. In the 2,500-5,000 population group, the per cent of cities that
owned various types of equipment were sound projectors, 94 per eentj
silent projectors, 34 per eentj slides and film strips, 84 per eentj
©paqu® projectors, 47 per e©ntj record players, 87 per eentj record
ing equipment, £8 per eentj eentral sound system, 65 per eentj class
room radios, §5 per eentj motion picture cameras, 15 per eentj and
still pieture cameras, 20 per cent.
4. The technical and professional leadership that is provided for the
2,500-5,000 population group is as follows8 full time, 2j about
three-fourths time, Oj about on©-half time, 7j not more than one-
fourth time, 7j and total of 16.
5. The number and per cent of audio-visual departs&ents performing each
of the fifteen functions or services is shown in the table on page
9.
6. The aggregate and average expenditures for audio-visual education in
1945-46 for the 2,500-5,000 population groups
a. Number of cities reporting having a department, 15s aggregate
expenditure, |24,787j and the average expenditur® per eity,
b. Number of cities reporting having no department, 318j aggregate
expenditure, $118,848} and the average expenditur® per city,
$S74.
c. All ©ities reporting their expenditures of the 2,500-5,000 group,
SS3j aggregate expenditures, #143*682; and the average expendi
ture, #431.
7» The per pupil expenditures on audio-visual ©dueation, 1945-46, in
various groups ©f city school systemst
TABLE 1
NUMBER AND PER CENT OP AUDIO-VISUAL DEPARTMENTS PERFORMING
BACH OF FIFTEEN FUICTIQNS OR SERVICES1
Total Frequency Per Gent of Departments
Services of Mention Performing Function
Cities 2,500-5,000
Scheduling equipment and materials 150 94
for school us©
Storage and maintenanee of equipment 147 94
Advice to teachers as to instruction
al aids pertaining to their work 147 94
Selection and purchase of equipment
and instructional materials 136 75
Classification and storage of instruc
tional material! 1SS 69
Ordering, delivery, and returning of
free and rental materials 135 88
Delivery service within the system
for equipment and materials 133 81
Conferences, demonstrations, and
other forms of teacher education
with respect to the effective use
of audio-visual equipment and ma
terials 128 69
Servicing community requests for
audio-visual equipment and ma
terials (PTA and other groups) 125 88
Proving operators for projectors,
voice recording equipment, etc. 103 100
Weekly or monthly bulletin suggest
ing available materials 86 38
Development of materials on request
recordings, special slides, films,
charts, models, etc* 63 25
Photographing significant school ac
tivities 62 25
Directing school-sponsored radio pro
grams presented for commercial sit
uations 26 6
Directing programs for a school-operat
ed radio station 8 6
National Education Association, Research Bulletin, Audio-Visual Educa
tion in City-School Systems (Washington, D. C, 1946), p. 140.
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a. Cities with audio-visual departments of the 2,500-5,000 group
spent |1.68 per pupil
b. Cities without audio-visual departments of the same group spent
43 cents per pupil
c. Cities as a whole reporting their expenditures of the same group
spent 49 cents per pupil
The curriculum field in which junior and senior high school teachers ar©
making the most effective use of films are science, social studies, practi
cal art, health, English, physical education, music, foreign languages, safe
ty, art, mathematics and R. 0. T, Q.
The curriculum areas having the greatest need for more audio-visual ma
terials are social studies, English, science, mathematics, health, practical
art, foreign languages, safety, musie, art and physical education.
Alvin B. Roberts, superintendent of schools at Gilson, Illinois, conduct
ed a state and national study of trends in audio-visual education. In his
summary h© brought out the following trends and recommendations t
Trends
1. More and more school boards ar© making annual appropriations
for audio-visual aids.
2. More and more schools are designating one teacher as a director
of audio-visual aids. However, only a few schools allow the di
rector sufficient time to devote to the development of the pro
gram.
3. More schools are using films than was the case five years ago.
RecoHmendations
1. State education departments should aid schools in setting up
well balanced audio-visual programs. This service is needed
until schools obtain trained directors.
National Education Association, Research Bulletin, Audio-Visual Education
in City-School Systems (Washington, D. C, 1946), pp# 133*66.
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2, State education departments should seleot and evaluate education
al films.
g. State education departments should make films available to all
schools*
4. Procedures of audio-visual materials ean improve the administra
tion of programs by presentation of simplified handbooks. These
must be stripped of all theory, be simple, be brief, and be prac
tical.1
Ailsie M. Stevenson, State College, Washington, D. G., made a survey of
teaching aids used by homemaking teachers ©f Washington, D. 0. The purposes
of th® study were to answer the following questions?
1. What teaching aids are high school instructors using in their home-
making classes'?
2, What aids would they like to have?
3* How ean these desired aids be provided?
Seventy teachers of the State of Washington answered the first and second
questions in regard to 97 units taught during 1945-4?»
Homemaking teachers were using the obtainable materials and they desired
additional and better teaching aide to replace or to add to those which were
available. Teachers were motion picture conscious. The films mentioned most
often were those presenting food preparation, techniques, clothing construc
tion processes, furniture and room arrangement, household equipment, and
situations and problems of modern family life*
They expressed a desire for a variety of teaching aids for th® long es
tablished areas of foods, clothing and home furnishings. They desired help
in teaching the selection, use and care of household equipment as well as the
more decorative furniture. They were aware of the possibilities for develop-
Alvin B. Roberts, "Trends in Audiovisual Instruction in Illinois.11 Edu»
cational Screen (June, 1945), 2£9.
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ing aids to help in teaching child development and family relationship.
Their expressed desires indicated that these areas -were less clearly defined
in their minds and they felt the need for aid to provide better learning ex
periences in these less objective phases of home and family life*
The author felt that workshops should be organized to promote and exchange
ideas and to find ways of expressing such ideas in practical form. Authors
could help by developing teaching aids to supplement their books#
Summary of Mndinga from Related Literature.— The findings of the vari
ous studies showed that*
1. Films when used properly tend to increase th© thoroughness and ef
fectiveness of learning.
B. Gorreet films are necessary if the fullest educational values are
to be realized.
5. The sound film is a more potent instrument educationally than the
silent film.
4. The sound films and the silent films seemed to be equally effective
In maintaining interest and slightly better than the lecture-demon
stration method.
5. In stimulating new interest, sound films, silent films and the lec
ture-demonstration were nearly the same with a slight advantage given
to the sound film.
6. In stimulating a present interest the sound film was more affective
than the silent film or lecture-demonstration methods.
7. Silent films with printed captions or explanations were superior to
sound films covering the same material in conveying specific infor
mation.
Ailsie M, Stevenson, "Teaching Aids Surveyed," Jojjggalof Home Economics,"
(May, 1949), 261-62 —— -
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8. The average-length of caption and teacher lecture with the film were
of equal aid in teaching.
§» Long captions were inferior to teaeher lecture or regular length cap*
felons.
10. Oral forms of verbal accompaniments were ©specially helpful to slow
ability pupils.
11* Pupils expressed a J"iv®-to-one preference for talking pictures over
any form of verbal accompaniments.
12, The motion picture was more effective then the other materials for
developing ability to solve nutrition problems with large groups.
IS. The motion picture, slides, and experimental animals when used with
lecture method, no one of the materials ,was more effective than the
other for achievement.
The above findings show that no audio-visual material is in itself su
perior to the other in securing results of all kinds. They are superior to
each other only in the light of the way they are us©d and the purpose for
which they are used. All of them have their value and which one to use at
a particular time is dependent upon the situation at that time.
A common criticism of film usage in public schools is that too frequent
ly they are not used as genuine teaching aids. Instead of obtaining films
to serve special teaching needs and using them at times that are psychologi
cally appropriate, teachers have sometimes used whatever films come to hand
and at whatever time they are available*
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION, ANALYSIS MD INTBRPRETATIOI OP DATA
Treatment of Data.-- The data obtained from the fifty questionnaire-
eheok list which were returned are presented in table form. These data are
presented and discussed aceording to the ten purposes posed in Chapter I.
The data are expressed in number frequency and percentages! to facilitate
analysis, the following terminology will be used to indicate the percentage
range of teaehers responding to a given item of the questionnaire.
TABLE 2
TERMINOLOGY FOR DEGREE OF USE AW
CORRESPOroiNG PER CEIT SCALE
Degree of Us© Per Cant Scale
Very small extent Below 25
Small extent 26-49
Large extent 50-74
Very large extent 75-100
0.? Audio-Visual Materials Used,— The types of audio-visual mater
ials used by the fifty Negro homemaking teachers ar© shown in Table 3. An
analysis of the data in this Table revealed four types of dramatics having
been useds playlets, shows, pantomimes and pageants. The first two of these
were used to a "large extent" or by 62 to 58 per cent respectively of the
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NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF TEACHEHS USIHG
TYPES OF AUDIO-YISUAL MATERIALS
Types of Audio-Yisual Number of Teachers Per Cent
Materials Used Using of Total
Other Auditory Aids
Radio 26 5£
Phonograph recordings and transcriptions 10 20
Audio-Visual Aids
Sound Motion Picture 47 94
a "very small extent" ©r by 18 and 14 per cent respectively of the teachers
studied.
Graphic materials of class 1 type, whioh included the blackboard and
bulletin board, were used to a "very large extent" or by 76 and 60 per cent
respectively of the teachers studied.
Graphic materials of class 2 type, which included (l) cartoons, clippings
and posters, (2) maps, flat and projected, (3) charts, i. e., tables, and (4)
graph®, pictorial, bar, line and dia^am, were used. The first group waa
used to a %Wery large extent11 or by 96 per cent of the teachers j the third
and fourth groups war© used to a "large extant" or by 66 and 76 per cent re
spectively, and the second group to a "small extent" or by 30 per cent of
the teachers studied*
Photographs were used to a "very large extent" or by 74 p.er cent of the
teachers studied. Film strips were used to a lflarge extent" or by 56 per
cent of the teachers} prints and post cards were used to a "snail extent" or
by 50 and 44 per cent respectively of the teachers studiedi glass or cello
phane slides were used to a "very small extent" ©r by 10 per cent of the
17
teachers studied*
Trips, which included the school journey or field trips, visits and
tours, were used. The field trip or sehool journey was used to a "large ex
tent11 or by 66 per cent of the teaehers studied} visits were used to a "small
extent11 or by 36 per cent of the teaohers studied! and tours to a "very small
extent" or by 16 per cent of the teachers studied.
Other visual aids, which included the object, model, specimen, sehool
museum, stereoscope and silent motion picture were used. The silent picture
objects and models were used to a "large extent" or by 74, 54 and 50 per cent
respectively of the teachers studied? the specimen and stereoscope were used
to a "very small extent1* or by 24 and 10 per cent respectively of the teach
ers studied; no use was made of the school museum.
Other auditory aids, which included the radio and phonograph, were used
to a "large extent" and to a "small extent" or by 52 per cent and 20 per
cent respectively of the teachers studied*
Sound pictures of th® audio-visual group were used to a "very large ex
tent" or by 94 per cent of the teaohers studied.
Areas in which Audio-Visual Materials were Psed ^and the Extent of Use>«»-
The areas in which the audio-visual materials were used and the extent of
their usage are shown in Table 4.
As is indicated in Table 4, the major areas in which audio-visual materi
als were used were foods, clothing, home management, home beautification,
child care, home nursing, personal grooming and family relationship.
Playlets were used to a "large extent" in the areas of foods and cloth
ing or by 62 per cent of the teachers studiedj to a "small extent" in th®
areas of home management, home beautification, child care, home nursing and
personal grooming or by 40, 38, 4E, 54 and 35 per cent respectively of th©
X8
TABLE 4
ARMS IN WHICH AUDIO-VISUAL MAT1HIAL8 ARE
USED BY THE HDMEM&KING TEACHERS










































































































































































































































































































































teachers studied* to a "v^ry email extent" in the "other areas."
Shows were used to a "large extent" in the areas of foods, slothing and
19
personal grooming or by 50# 58, and 52 percent respectively of the teachers
studied? to a "small extent" in the areas of home management* home beautifi-
eation, child car© and home nursing or by 44, 46, 46 and 36 percent respec
tively of the teachers studied} to a 'Very small extent11 in the areas of
family relationship and "other areas" or by Q and 12 percent respectively
of the teaehers studied.
Pantomimes were used to a "very small extent" in all areas, however, the
greatest per cent of usage was in the areas of foods and clothing or by 18
percent in each ease.
Pageants were used to a "very small extent" in all areas, the greatest
per cent of usage was in the area of clothing. Fourteen per cent of the
teachers reported using the pageant in teaching clothing.
The blackboard was used to a "very large extent" in the area of foods
or by 76 percent of the teachers studied! to a "large extent" in the area of
clothing or by 62 percent of the teachers studied} to a "small extent" in
the areas of home management, home beautifieation, child care, home nursing
and personal grooming or by 40, 38, 42, 34 and 36 percent respectively of
the teachers studied} to a "Very small extent11 in the areas of family rela
tionship and other areas or by 20 and 14 percent respectively of the teach
ers studied.
The bulletin board was used to a "large extent" in the areas of foods,
clothing and personal grooming or by 60, 60, and 52 percent respectively of
the teachers studied} to a "small extent" in the areas of home management,
home beautifieation, child care and home nursing ©r by 44, 48, 44 and 36 per
cent respectively of the teachers studied} to a "very small extent" in th®
"other areas" which included art, first aid and consumer economics.
Cartoons, clippings and posters were used to a "very large extent" in
20
the areas of foods and clothing or by 96 percent in each case of the teachers
studied* to a "small extent" in the areas of home management, child care,
home nursing and family relationship or by 38, 34, 26 and 46 percent of the
teachersj to a "very small extent" in the areas of home beautifieation and
personal grooming or by 16 and 12 percent respectively of th© teachers studied.
Flat maps were used to a "very small extent" in all areas, having been
used to the greatest extent in the areas of foods and clothing or by 18 and
10 percent respectively of the teachers studied.
Projected maps were used to a "very small extent" in all areas, having
been used to the greatest extent in the areas of foods and clothing or by
12 percent in each case studied.
Tables were used to a "large extent1* in the area of foods or by 66 per
cent of the teachers studied} to a "small extent" in the area of clothing or
by 34 percent of the teachers studied! and to a "very small extent" in the
areas of home management, home beautification, child care, home nursing,
personal grooming, family relationship, and "other areas" or by 20, 22, 24,
16, 18, 18 and 8 percent respectively of the teachers studied.
Pictorial graphs were used to a "small extent" in the area of foods ©r
by 34 percent of the teachers studied,* to a "very small extent" in the areas
of clothing, home management, horn© beautification, child care, personal
grooming and family relationship or by 22, 12, 4, 20, 6 and 10 percent re
spectively of the teachers studiedj no use was made in the areas of home
nursing and "other areas."
Graphs - bar, line, diagram . were used to a "large extent" in the area
of foods or by 56 percent of the teachers studied* to a "small extent" in
the areas of clothing and personal grooming or by 26 percent in each case
of the teachers studied,- to a "very small extent" in the areas of home manage-
El
ment, home beautifieation, child eare, home nursing, family relationship and
"other areas" or by 8, 4, 8, 4, 6 and 6 percent respectively of the teachers
studied*
Photographs were used to a "large extent" in the areas of foods and
clothing or by 74 and 72 percent respectively of the teachers studied; to a
"small extent" in the areas of home management, home beautifieation, child
care and family relationship or by 36, 26, 26, and 36 percent respectively!
to a "very small extent" in the areas of home nursing and personal grooming
or by 22 and 24 percent respectively of the teachers studiedj no us© was
made in the "other areas»"
Prints were used to a "large extent" in the home nursing area or by 46
percent of the teachers studiedj to a "small extent11 in the areas of foods
and clothing or by 30 percent in each casej to a 'Very small extent" in the
areas of home management, home beautifieation, child care, personal grooming,
family relationship and "other areas" or by 4, 10, 4, 8, 2, and 2 percent re~
spectively of the teachers studied.
Post cards war© used to a "large extent" in the areas of foods, clothing,
home management, home beautification and child car© or by 44, 44,26, 26 and
32 percent respectively of the teachers studiedj to a "very small extent" in
the areas of home nursing, personal grooming, family relationship and "other
areas" or by 6, 6, 6 and 20 percent respectively of the teachers studied.
FiliE strips were used to a "large extent" in the areas of foods and
clothing or by 56 percent in each casej to a "very small extent" in the areas
of home management, home beautlfieation, child care,'home nursing, personal
grooming and "other areas" or by 2, 6, 4S 6, 10 and 6 percent respectively
of the teachers studiedj no use was made in the area of family relationship.
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Glass or cellophane slides were used to a "very small extent" in the areas
of foods* clothing, home nursing, personal grooming,, and "other areas" or by
10, 10, 2, 2 and 2 percent respectively ©f the teachers studied? n© use was
made in the areas of home management, home beautification, ehild care and
family relationship.
The school journey was used to a "large extent" in the areas of foods and
clothing or by 66 percent in each oasei to a "small extent" in the areas of
home beautifieation and child ear© or by 40 and 26 percent respectively of
the teachers studied! to a "rery small extent" in the areas ©f home manage
ment, home nursing, personal grooming, family relationship and "other areas"
or by 14, 22, 10, Z and 6 percent respectively of the teachers studied*
Visits wer© used to a "small extent" in the areas of foods and clothing
or by 36 and 32 percent respectively of the teachers studied* to a "very
small extent" in the areas of home management, horns beautification, ehild
©are, home nursing, personal grooming, family relationship and "other areas"
or by 4, 6, 10, 10, 2, 2 and 10 percent respeotively of the teachers studied.
Tours wer© used to a "very small extent" in, the areas of foods, clothing,
horn® management, horn® beautification and family relationship or by 10, 4, 16,
6 and 2 p©reent respectively of the teachers studied! none in the areas of
ehild care, home nursing, personal grooming and "other areas*"
Objects were used to a "large extent" in the areas of foods and home
nursing by 54 percent in each easej to a "small extent" in the areas of
clothing, home management and home beautifloation or by 30, 36, and SO per
cent respeotively of the teachers studiedj to a "very small extent" in th®
areas of child ©are, personal grooming and "other areas" or by 16, 20, and 2
percent respectively of the teachers studied} none in the area of family
relationship.
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Models were used to a "large extent" in the areas of clothing and home
nursing by 50 percent in each casej to a "small extent" in the areas of
foods or by 40 percent of the teachers studied! to a "very small extent" in
th© areas of home management, home beautifieation, child care, personal
grooming* family relationship and "other areas" or by 18, 24, 22, 14, 2 and
4 pereent respectively of the teachers studied.
Specimen were used to a "very small extent" in all areas, i.e., foods*
clothing, home management, home beautifieation, child care, home nursing,
family relationship and "other areas" or by 24, 20, 16, 24, 10, 6 and 8 per
cent respectively of the teachers studiedi none were used in "other areas."
The stereoscope was used to a 'Very small extent" in th© areas of foods,
clothing, home management, home beautifieation, child care, personal groom
ing and family relationship or by 4, 4, 4, 4, 2, 2 and 2 percent respective
ly of the teachers studiedi none in the areas of home nursing and "other
areas."
Silent films were used to a "large extent" in the areas of foods, cloth-,
ing, child care, personal grooming, family relationship or by 74 percent in
each oasej to a "very small extent" in "other areas"j none in th© areas of
home management, home beautifieation and home nursing.
Sound films were used to a "very large extent" in the areas of foods,
clothing, personal grooming and family relationship or by 94 pereent in
each eases to a "very small extent" in the areas of horn© management, home
beautifieation, home nursing and "other ureas" or by 20, 8, 8 and 22 pereent
respectively of the teachers studied.
Radios were used to a "large extent" in the areas of foods, clothing and
family relationship or by 52 percent in ©aoh ease* to a "very small extent"
in the areas of home management, home beautifieation, child care, home nurs»
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ing* personal grooming and "other areas" or by 10, 4, 20* 6, 6 and 16 percent
respectively of the teachers studied.
Phonographs were used to a "very small extent" in the areas of foods,
clothings home nursing* personal grooming, family relationship and "other
areas" or by 6, 8, 2, 2, 6 and 6 percent respectively ©f the teachers studiedj
none in the areas of home management, home beautification and child eare.
The rank of usage of all of the audio-visual materials by areas are shown
in Table 6.
TABLE 5
BUM OF THE USAGE OP ALL MATERIALS USED
BY AREAS AND BY RANK OF USAGE
BY AREAS
, . , . , „ , Sum of Usage of all _ , ^
Areas in which Used Materials Used' Rank of
Foods 662 1
Clothing 588 2
Personal grooming 265 3
Home management . . 256 4
Home beautification 2M. 5
Home nursing ' ■ 2SO 6
Family relationship 224 7
Child car© 154 8
Other areas 110 9
Analysis of Table 5 revealed that the various audio-visual materials were
used to the greatest extent in foods and clothing. The sum of usage of all
the audio-visual materials wag 662 and 688 respectively for foods and cloth
ing. These audio-visual materials were used to about the same extent in per-
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sonal grooming* home management, boms beautifieation, home nursing and family
relationship* In each of thes© areas th® audio-Tisual materials wer© used
approximately 40 percent as much as in foods and clothing. These materials
to th© least extent in child oar® and "other areas" - the latter included
art, first aid and consumer economies. The sum of usage for each type of
au&io-Yisual material in all of the areas of homemaking and the rank of usage
of each type of material used are shown in Tabl© 6.
T4BLE 6
SUM OP USAGE OF EACH TYPE OF AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIAL
II ALL AREAS OF HOMMAKING AND BY RAM OF USAGE





























Glass and eellophan© slides
Stereoscope





























































An analysis of Table 6 revealed that sound motion pictures were used to
greatest extent. Cartoons, clippings and posters - considered as one type -
bulletin boards, blackboards, shows, silent motion pictures, and playlets
were used to about the same extent. Photographs ranked seventh In usage,
followed by school journey, objects, radios, tables, models, post cards
which were used to about the same extent. Film strips, prints, specimens,
graphs (bar, line, diagram), visits, and pictorial graphs were used to about
the sara,© extent. Pantomimes, projected maps, tours, pageants, flat maps,
photographs, glass and cellophane slides, and stereoscopes were used the
least and to about the same extent.
How the films were_Used»— Table 7 shows how the films were used by the
homemaking teachers.
TABLE 7
NUMBER AM) PER CEMT OF TEACHERS USING




Before and after class discussion
More than one picture at a class period
One picture during a class period
As indicated by Table 7, the method of presenting the films before and
after class discussion was used to a "large extent" or by 52 percent of the
















the method of presenting one picture during a elags period were used by 38
and 28 percent respeetirely of the teachers studied! the method of present
ing the film before class discussion was used by 24 percent of the teachers,
and the method of presenting more than one picture at a elass period was
used by 16 percent of the teachers studied.
Purposes for Showing thgJFilms,— The purposes for showing the films
are shown in Table 8.
TABLE 8
NUMBER AID PER GEM OF TEACHERS USING










In analysis of Table 8 revealed that the film was used as an instruction
al aid t© a "very large extent" or by 78 percent of the teachers. It afas
used to a "large extent" to motivate the unit; it was used for this purpose
by 44 percent of the teachers. It was used to a MYery small extent" for
summarization of units laboratory period, reFiew, extra-curricular activity




















tively of the teachers studied for 'the different reasons.
Attdio»Vlsu.al^Materialst |Owned by the School*—» The audio-visual materials
owned by the schools in which, these faomemaking teachers are snployed are
shown in Table 9.
TABLE 9
































An analysis of the data in Table 9 indicated that six types of apparatus
were owned by the schoolss (l) projectors, silent and sounds (2) maps, flat
and projected? (U) globes* (4) phonographs; (5) radios; and (6) stereoscopes.
f¥oj®ctors are owned to a 'Very large extent" or by 84 percent of the schools
studiedj maps, to a "large extent" or by 60 percent of -Hie schools studied;
globes, phonographs and radios, to a "small extent" or by 44, 44 and 48 per
cent respectively of the schools studied; and the stereoscope, t© a 'Very
small extent" or by 4 percent of the schools studied*
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Oporatorg_of _thgJ^oj^gotor« —• Table 10 shows the persons who operate
the projectors*
TABLE 10
ITOMBER AUD PER CENT OP PROJECTOR OPERATORS
Operators lumber Per 0«t of Total
r Schools Studied*
Hbmemaklng Teachers 8 18
Principals 11 ZZ
Students ' 14 •• 28
Other Teachers . • 28 46
County Agent 1 2
♦Total per eent exceeds 100 due to the fact that som© of the schools
used more than one of the five classes of individuals listed as operators.
In analysis of Table 10 indicated five classes of individuals as opera-
tors of the projector. Other teachers and students most frequently served
as operators of the projector for the horaemaking teachers* Principals and
horaeaaking teachers served as operators to a lesser extent. The county
agent served as operator in one case.
Where th@ Projector jts S^etJDp^fo^Operation,«« The place where the pro
jector is set up for us© is shewn in Tabl© 11.
An analysis of Table 11 revealed that nineteen schools or 38 percent of
the 50 schools studied designated the room where the olass is located as
place for showing of film. Eleven schools or ZZ percent of the schools stated
that they had special designated room for showing films. Pour schools desig
nated the auditorium as the place for showing films.
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TABLE 11
UMBER AND PER 0EOT OF SCHOOLS USIBB
DESIGNATED PLACE OF OPfflATIOU
Number of Schools Per Cent of
Place of Using Designated Total Schools
Operation Plae@ Studied
Special Room 11 22
Room where class is located - 19 ZB
Auditorium 4 8
ji by the Homamaking Teachers*— The sources of
materials used by the homemaking teachers are shown in Table 12.
TABLE 12
NUMBER AND PER GEM OF TEACHERS USIIG VARIOUS
SOURCES FOR SECURING AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS
Sources of Audio- Nmber of *•«*•« pf c«* °f
Visual Materials . UsinS Sources Total Schools
otuai©a
Free Materials B2 44
Hom«Biaking Fund (inexpensive
materials) 15 SO
School Service 84 68
As indicated in Table 12, audio-visual materials were secured for use
through three channelss frt® materialsi homeiaaking funds for inexpensiTe
materials, and through the school service* Materials are secured through
the school service to a "large extent" or by 68 percent of the teachers
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studiedj from free materials and homemaking fund* to a "small extent" or by
44 and SO percent respectively of th© teachers studied*
Films , Strips and Slides Used by th® Homemaking Teachers, The films.
film strips and slides used "by the hoiaemaking teachers studied during th©
period 1945-1950 are listed b©lows
As Others See You
Appreciating Your Parents and Others
Arranging a Tea Table
Alaska's Silver Millions
Are You Popular
Arranging a Buffet Supper
Momentary Track
Body Care and Grooming
Body Defense Against Disease




Gar© of the lew Born Baby
Cookings Planning and Organization







Four Hundred Years ©n Your Sin
Frustration Play Techniques
frozen Foods
From Wheat to Bread
Family Life
Getting Most of Your R©frig©ra«
tion
Grandma Goes to Town
Hymologue
How to Cook Chicken
Human Elements
Human Reproduction
How to Be Well Groomed
Handeling of Materials
Joan Avoids a Cold
Lady Billion
Learning and Growing
% Mother Taught Me
Staking Cotton Clothing
Magazines of the Soreea




Peslqr the Gold Bug
Palmer Street Family
Posture, Good and Bad
Postur© and Eseereis®
Putting in a Zipper
Proper Care Means Longer Wear




Showing Work at Home
Sewing Slid© Fasteners
Stepping Out
Spending Your Food Dollar
Surprise for June
Sallie Goes on Tour
Fun Making Friends
The House ¥© Lire In
The Story of Sterling
Th® Dean of Better Living




Your Frank Future F&vorit©
A msaber of teachers-failed to list the titles of films, film strips
and slides used, although they indicated that they had made use of sush
materials. It was found that numerous teachers used th© same films, film
strips and slides. This list, therefore, merely indicated the-variety ©f
films, film strips and slides used rather than, the extent to which each was
used by different teachers*
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY
Summary of Findings.— Th© problem involved in this study was to deter
mine the types, extent of use, and th© uses made of audio-visual material
by fifty Negro homemaking teachers of Georgia.
The findings are presented in terms of answers to the ten questions in
volved in the purposes and stated in Chapter I.
In answer to the first question, "What are the types of audio-visual ma
terials used by the homemaking teachers of the accredited high schools of
Georgiaf" it was found that th© audio-visual materials used were: dramatics,
graphic materials, still pictures, trips, other audiotory aids—radios and
phonographs„ other visual aids—objects, models, specimen, stereoscope and
silent motion pictures and audio-visual aids—sound motion pictures.
In answer to the seoond question, "lhat are the areas in which audio
visual materials are used, the extent of usage and years used?" it was found
that in the areas of foods and clothing, these materials were used to the
greatest extentj in personal grooming, home management, home beautification,
home nursing, and family relationship, these materials were used to about
the same extent, approximately 40 percent as mush as in foods and clothingj
and in child care and "other areas,11 they were used to th© least extent.
It was found that sound motion pictures were used to the greatest ex-
tentj cartoon group, bulletin boards, blackboards, shows, silent motion
pictures, and playlets, to about the same extentj pantomimes, maps, tours
pageants, photographs, slides and stereoscope, were used least and to about
the same extent. The findings did not reveal the number of years that each
S3
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teacher had taught against the number of years the listed audiovisual ma
terial had been used in eaeh area. However, it was found that the listed,
audio-visual materials had been used by the greatest number of teachers
longer than five years, and the least number of teachers had used these ma
terials for one to two years.
In answer to the third question, "How are the films used?11 it was found
that films were used before and after the class discussion to a "large ex
tent" or by 52 percent of the teachers studiedf after the class discussion
and one picture during a class period to a "small extent" or by 38 and 28
percent respectively of the teachers studied! and before the class dissua
sion and more than one picture during a class period* to a "very small ex
tent" or by 24 and 16 percent respectively of the teachers studied*
In answer to the fourth question, "What are the purposes for using
films?" it was found that films were shown with th@ class lesson to a "very
large extent" or by 76 percent ©f the teachers studiedj to motivate the unit
to a "large extent" or by 44 percent of the teachers studiedj and for summar
ization of unit, as the laboratory period, to review, as an extra-curricular
activity, and to occupy the students1 minds, to a "very small extent" or by
22, 18, 14, and 2 pereent respectively of the teachers studied*
In answer to the fifth question, "What audiovisual apparatus are owned
by the schools in which these teachers are employed!" it was found that the
projectors were owned to a "very large extent" or by 84 percent of the
schools of the studyi maps to a "large extent" or by 60 pereent of the
schools5 radios, globes and phonographs to a "small extent" or by 48, 44,
and 44 percent respectively of the schools of the study.
In answer to the sixth question, "By whom are the projectors operated?"
it was found that other teachers and s tudents most frequently operated the
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projectors, i. e.« by 46 and E8 percent respectively^ principals and hom@-
making teachers to a lesser extent, i. e., fey 22 and 16 percent respective
lyj and the county agent as operator in on© oass.
In answer to the seventh question* "Where is the projector set up for
operation?" it was found that the room where the .class is located was used
by 38 p©reent of th® teachers studied* a special designated room by 22 per-
eent of the hoinaaaking teachers j and the auditorium by 8 percent of the
teachers studied*
In answer to the eighth questions "What are the sources of audio-visual
materials?" it was found that audio-visual materials were secured through
the.school service to a "large extent" or by 68 percent of the teachers
studiedj from free materials and horaemaking funds to a "small extent" or by
44 and 30 percent respectively of the teachers studied. In some instances
the homeraaking teachers were able to take advantage of more than one source
of material.
In answer to the ninth question, "What motion pictures, film strips,
and slides were used by these teachers during the period of 1945-1950?" it
was found that seventy titles of films, film strips and slides were listed
as used. This-list indicated the variety of films, film strips and slides
used rather than the extent to which each wag used bj different teachers.
The films, film strips and slides mentioned to the greatest extent wer®
those pertaining to foods.
In answer t© th® tenth question, "What are the trends in the use of
audio-visual materials by homemaking teachers?" it was found that there was
a tendency on th© part ©f th© homemaking teachers to use a variety of the
listed audio-visual materials in each of the major areas. Audio-visual ma
terials were used to the "largest extent" in the areas of food, and clothing,
i» e«, th© sum of usage of all ©f the audio-visual materials was 622 and
588 respectively for foods and clothing. These audio-visual materials wer©
used to about the same extent in the areas of personal grooming, home manage
ment, horn© beautifieation, home nursing and family relationship* In each of
these areas the audio-visual materials were used approximately 40 percent
as much as in foods and clothing. The range of the sum of usage of each
type was 224 to 265. The least used of the audio-visual materials were in
the areas of child care and "other areas," 1. e.s the sum of usage of all
of the audio-visual materials was 154- and 110 respectively for child ear© and
"other areas."
It was also found that the audio-visual materials that were used to the
greatest extent were sound motion pictures, cartoons, posters, and clippings,
considered as one group, bulletin boards, blackboards, shows, silent motion
pictures and playlets, i.e», the sum of usuage of each type of audio-visual
materials was 243, 200, 196, 181, 175, 175 and 174 respectively. The least
used audio-visual materials were pantomimes, projected maps, tours, pageants,
flat maps, phonographs, glasa and cellophane slides, and stereoscopes, i#o»,
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My dear Fellow Workers
I am making a study to find out to what extent the hom©making
teachers of the accredited high schools in the State of Georgia are
using audio-Tisual materials in teaching homemaking. Please help to
make this study an accredited one by promptly filling out and return




QUESTIONNAIRE INQUIRY OF AUDIO-VISUAL AID STUDY
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Name of School

























































































































































How are these audio-visual aids used?
Before class discussion After class discussion
Before and after class discussion One picture during
a class period More than one picture during a class period
What are the purposes for using films?
To motivate unit The laboratory period To review
To occupy student's minds (Means of keeping order)
With class lesson Extra curricular activity^
Summarization of unit
Check audio-visual apparatus owned by schooli Projector__ Silent
Sound____ Maps ___ Globes Phonograph Radio
Stereoscope
By whom is the projector operated? Homemaking teacher Principal
... Students___ ____ Other teachers
Where is projector set up for operation? Special room classroom
where class is located auditorium
Sources of audio-visual materials: Use all free material Homemaking
funds School service
Please check your film list secured at the planning conference and list the





Sources of Information for the Audio-Visual Leader
The references given her© are a minimum list, carefully selected with
a view of giving teachers and other relatively newcomers to the field a
helpful start in familiarizing themselves with audio-visual education. On
ly a few of the basic sources and some of the most practical helps have been
included.
A. Professional Books, Handbooks and Bulletins
1. Abott, Waldo. Handbook of Broadcasting* Hew Yorkt McGraw-Hill
Book Co., 1946.
2. Bathrust, Effle G« Phonograph Records as an Aid to Learning.
Albanyt Universi^r"of'"the State of New York and State
Education Department, 19S4.
3. Business Screen. P^ojectioniat's Handbook. Chicagot Publishers
of Business Screierir(l57 East Erie Street), 1946.
4. Sent, Ellsworth G. The Audiovisual Handbook. Ohieagos Society
for Visual Education, 1946.
5. Encyclopedia Britannica Films. How To Run a Film Library.
Chicagos Encyclopedia Britaruaiea Films', "1946. "(Available
on request)
6. Federal Security Agency, U. S. Office of Education. Radio
Bibliography* Educational Radio Script and Transcriptions
Sxchange". Washing-ton,' D. "C.: Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office, 1945.
7. Laine, Elizabeth. Moj_ion_Plctures and Radio. Publications of
the Regents' Inquiry. New York? McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
1938.
B. Los Angeles Board of Education. Audio-Visual Tools That Teach
for Keeps. School Publication No. 395. Los Angeles?
the Board, 1944.
9. McDonald, Gerald D. Educational Motion Pictures and Libraries.
Chicago« American Library' Association, 1942,
10. McKown, Harry C. and Roberts, Alvin B. Audio-Visual Aids to
Instruction. New Yorks McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1940.
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11. May, Mark. Motion Pictures for Postwar Education. Commission
on Motion Pictures iirE"dueation"'~Studies1 Series 1, Vol. 8,
No. 21. Washington, D. C. s American Council on Education,
1944.
12. Seaton, Helen H. A Measure for^Audio-Visual Programs in Schools.
Washington, D. C: American Council on Education, 1944.
B. Magazines and Trade Journals (devoted exclusively to audio-visual
education}
1. Business Soreens 0. H. Collen, Jr., editor and publisher* 60
East Lake Street, Chicago, Illinois.
2. Educational Screen. Published monthly except July and August
by Educational Screen, Inc., Chicago, Illinois.
3. Film and Radio Guide. Published nine times a year by Education
al and Recreational Guides, Inc., Newark, New Jersey.
4-. Film Fortm__He¥iaw. A quarterly, devoted chiefly to film as a
basis for adult forums, Institute of Adult Education,
Teachers College, Columbia University, Hew York, New York.
5» Film World. Trade association magazine of the lGram. industry.
— "Published monthly by Ver Halen Publications, Hollywood,
California,
6« FM and Television. Milton B. Sleeper, editor and publisher,
240 Madison "Avenue, New York, Hew York
7. New Movies. National Board of Motion Pictures, 70 Fifth Avenue,
lew York, Mew York.
8» See and Hear. Nine Issues, September thru May. Published by
Audio-Visual Publications, Inc., Chicago, Illinois.
9« Service Bulletin. Federal Security Agency, U. S. Office of Edu
cation, Federal Radio Education Committee, Washington, D. C.
Published monthly during the school year.
10* yjjHgLAgy^.gy* An annual publication of the Society for Visual
Education, Chicago, Illinois.
H« 16mm. Reporter. David A. Bader, editor and publisher, 545 Fifth
~Avenue7^ifew York, lew York,
G. Guides to Recordings
1. Miles J. Roberts. Recordings for School Use. Yonkers, N. Y.s
World Book Co., 1942.
2. lew York University Film Library. Catalogue of Selected Educa
tional Recordings. New York:"tHe'FiLn Library, 1944, —"
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3« Parents Magazine* The section ©ach month entitled "Reoords
Children Like."
4. Radio, Conmittee. Audio-Visual Education Association of Cali
fornia, Southern Section. "Sources of Educational Records
and Transcriptions.11 California Schools 17sl83-88i July*
1946.
D. Guide to Motion Picture Film
1. Business Screen. Index of Training Films, Chicago: Business
Screen* 1946«
2. Cook, Dorothy and Rahbek-Smith, Eva. Educational Film Guide.
New Yorks H. W. Wilson Co.s 1946. (Published annually"
with monthly supplements).
3. Educational Screen. 1000 and One. Twenty-first edition.
Chicagos Educational Screen, Inc., 1946. (Published an
nually)
4. Educators Progress Service. Educators Guide to free Films.
Sixth edition. Randolph^" Wis.t the Service, 1946.
(Mimeo graphed)
5. U. Ss Department of Agriculture. Motion^Pictures of the U. 8.
Department of Agriculture. Misc."'Publications, Ho. 574.
Washington, D. C.s Superintendent of Documentss Government
Printing Office, 1945.1
1——— -—■■■ -■ _— _____ .
National Education Association. Research Bulletin. Audio-Visual Eduoa-





Bar Graphs A chart for the visual comparison of qualities, representing the
qualities as a series of bars of various lengths, the length being in
proportion to the qualities they represent according to the chosen scale,
the width constant.
Cartoons An interpretation, illustration, or sketch giving a point of view
or portraying things and scenes through symbolizations*
Clippings: That which is clipped out or off somethings as newspaper clipping
Field Trips: The field trip or short journey means a short morning or after
noon journey to some neighboring place of interest for educational worth
or information
Film Strips A short length of film containing a number of positives, each
different but usually having some continuity, intended to be projected
as a series of still pictures by means of a film strip projector.
Graphss A chart form of presenting statistics and relations of qualities of
time. It includes pictorial, statistics, bar, line, area diagram and
line graphs.
Graphic Materials: Class 1 is of the apparatus type that provides a dynamic
means of presentation. This includes the blackboard and the bulletin
boardj Glass 2 are the drawings themselves, as illustrations, cartoons,
clippings.
Lines The line graph is a line or curve placed ©n *a system of co-ordination
or grid, each line of the grid marking off a unit of value or time.
Motion Picture: A form of dr'ama produced by means of a series of photographs
projected upon a screen to give an illusion of continuous, life-like
motions*
Models: Replicas of an object or thing, a representation in miniature used to
give an idea of the life-size object or thing.
Objectss The-thing itself brought from the natural setting into the school
room to supply the type of experience that will make instruction mean
ingful.
Pageants? Scenes performed in open air, usually historical.
Pantomimes A play consisting in action without dialogue.
Playlets A dramatic composition consisting of both action and dialogue.
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Post Cards : Purchased seenie cards
Posterss A more or less geometrical abstract of a scene action* or idea for
the purpose of creating strong and lasting impressions.
Printss Copies made by printing press.
Photographs: Pictures made by a photographer
Showss Fashion revues. Display of any area product.
Specimens A part of an object or thing*
Still Pictures This has been defined'as the still photograph representing
a cross section of a visual experience at the instant it occurs.
Tourss A trip lasting several days, a month or even an entire summer usually
made to some remote or less remote distant*
Visit: The visit refers to classes, groups, organ!zatioas visiting similar
groups at neighboring schools or some school.
Tables A collection of related numbers, signs, or items in condensed fora.
